
 
Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Quantum Physics for Babies
Chris Ferrie

$9.99
Board Book
5/2/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492656227

BISAC Category: Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Nature
Age Range: Ages 3 And Under
Pages: 24

It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind! Written by an expert, Quantum
Physics for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to the principle that gives
quantum physics its name. Babies (and grownups!) will discover that the wild
world of atoms never comes to a standstill. With a tongue-in-cheek approach
that adults will love, this installment of the Baby University board book series is
the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists.
After all, it's nev...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Cheer Up, Ben Franklin!
Misti Kenison

$9.99
Board Book
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492652472

BISAC Category: Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography & Autobiography
Age Range: Ages 3 And Under
Pages: 28

Ben Franklin is sad.
No one has time to fly kites with him today.
Betsy Ross is busy sewing a flag.
Alexander Hamilton is busy counting money...

Will things change for Ben when he reaches Independence Hall?

The first volume of this new board-book series takes a tongue-in-cheek look at
American history to introduce the youngest historians to some of the most
prominent characters during our nation's exciting beginning. Readers will love the
amusing story, and biographies in the back of the book will en...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Don't Touch This Book!
Bill Cotter

$8.99
Board Book
2/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492633198

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play
Age Range: Ages 1 to 4
Pages: 24

Larry the lovable monster from Don't Push the Button! is back with another
hilarious, interactive adventure!

I know what you're thinking: this is a pretty cool-looking book. But...don't play with
this book! Don't even try it, bub.

Okay, okay. You can play, but you can only use ONE finger.

Whoa. How'd you do that?

Larry is a loveable monster, but he has trouble sharing. It's up to you to show
him how it's done!
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

You're a Big Brother
Marianne Richmond

$8.99
Hardcover Picture Book
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492650492

BISAC Category: Juvenile Nonfiction / Family
Age Range: Ages 1 to 6, Grades 3 And Under
Pages: 24

The perfect, positive book for any young child who is getting ready to take on a new role, You're a Big Brother is heartwarming, charming, and

overflowing with excitement and joy — a wonderful way to usher in a new sibling.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

You're a Big Sister
Marianne Richmond

$8.99
Hardcover Picture Book
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492650515

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Family
Age Range: Ages 1 to 6, Grades 3 And Under
Pages: 24

The perfect, positive book for any young child who is getting ready to take on a new role, You're a Big Sister is heartwarming, charming and

overflowing with excitement and joy — a wonderful way to usher in a new sibling.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

How to Catch a Monster
Adam Wallace, Illustrated by Andy Elkerton

$10.99
Hardcover Picture Book
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492648949

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Celebrations
Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Pages: 32

There's a monster in my closet,
with claws, and teeth, and hair,
and tonight, I'm going to scare him!
He lives just right through there…

Is there a monster living in your closet? Are you brave enough to catch him?
Parents and children will love sharing this fun and inventive picture book, which
reminds us that things aren't always as scary as they seem. In the end, maybe
the monster is just looking for a friend!
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Goodnight Lab: A Scientific Parody
Chris Ferrie

$17.99
Hardcover
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492656173

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Bedtime & Dreams
Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Pages: 32

In the great green lab
There was a laser
And a lab notebook
And a picture of Einstein with a stern look

Life as a scientist can be strenuous. Find comfort in saying good night to
everything that is strewn around your laboratory with this sweet parody of the
beloved classic Goodnight Moon. While poking fun at the clutter and chaos of lab life,
this book gives scientists of all ages the tools needed to say good night and rest
before returning to the world of research in the morning!
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Isabella: Artist Extraordinaire
Jennifer Fosberry, Illustrated by Mike Litwin

$16.99
Hardcover
10/1/2016 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781402279393

Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Pages: 32

Plucky, purple-haired Isabella, star of the New York Times Bestselling picture
book series, is back for another adventure. What starts as a discussion of all of
the fun things Isabella could do with her parents turns into a wondrous
exploration through the world’s most famous paintings.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Shark Lady: The True Story of How Eugenie Clark Became the Ocean's Most Fearless
Scientist
Jess Keating, Illustrated by Marta Alvarez Miguens

$17.99
Hardcover Picture Book
6/6/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492642046

BISAC Category: Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography & Autobiography
Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 4 And Under
Pages: 40

At nine years old, Eugenie Clark developed an unexpected passion for sharks
after a visit to the Battery Park Aquarium in New York City. At the time, sharks
were seen as mindless killing machines, but Eugenie knew better and set out to
prove it. Despite many obstacles in her path, including trying to break into the
scientific field as a woman, Eugenie was able to study the creatures she loved so
much. From her many discoveries to the shark-related myths she dispelled,
Eugenie's wide scientific c...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Oh, Bartelby!
Julia Patton

$17.99
Hardcover
12/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492654452

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories
Age Range: Ages 4 to 8
Pages: 32

Bartelby is a very long and lovable dachshund who lives in a bookstore. He has a
lovely set of friends who take him for walks through the city, but he has no idea
that his bumbling backside eaves a trail of destruction and accidents behind him.
Embarrassed that he has no control over his back end, Bartelby vows to never
leave the cozy bookstore again. Can his friends help him find a way to help
himself?

This beautifully illustrated picture book features silly fun along with an important
message: ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Lorraine
Illustrated by Barbara Higgins-Bond

$17.99
Hardcover
4/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492616924

Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 4 And Under
Pages: 32

The songs they sang always lifted their spirits
On good days or bad it was joyful to hear it
And even when storms hit those Tennessee hills
The music they played made their worries stand still

Pa Paw and Lorraine spend their days celebrating life with the music of the
Tennessee hills. But when a fearsome storm rolls through, the two must rely on
the power of music to get them through.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

I'll Hug You More
Laura Duksta, Illustrated by Melissa Iwai

$16.99
Hardcover Picture Book
1/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492626183

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Social Themes
Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 4 And Under
Pages: 32

Rise and shine. It's time to start our day
with an "I love you" and a big hug
to get you on your way…

Hugs can say many different things, like "hello," "thank you," and "I'm sorry." But
underneath it all, every hug says "I love you." Explore the depths of the special
bond between parent and child through the universal gesture of a hug in Laura
Duksta's newest picture book about love.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Queen Is Coming to Tea
Linda Ravin Lodding, Illustrated by Constanze von Kitzing

$16.99
Hardcover Picture Book
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492607571

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play
Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 4 And Under
Pages: 32

When Ellie finds out the queen is coming to tea, she
enlists the help of all her stuffed animal friends to make
it a memorable affair. Together they travel to Paris, China,
Italy, and New York to gather everything they need. But
will the queen patiently wait? And what exactly will be
waiting for the queen?

Discover the heartwarming power of family bonding and
imagination in this playful picture book.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Kisses
Illustrated by Brenna Vaughan

$17.99
Hardcover
1/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492642251

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Family
Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 4 And Under
Pages: 32

Through bouncy, rhyming text and colorful imagery, Kisses traces a young child's
day through the many kisses they receive. From "Sloppy licking pup kisses" (the
unconditional love from a beloved pet) to "Jungle gym climb-up kisses" (a parent
celebrating a child's victory), kids will enjoy the affirmation that they're loved and
wanted as the book—and their parents—move them toward "bedtime kisses."
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Kisses
Illustrated by Brenna Vaughan

$9.99
Hardcover
1/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492657125

Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 4 And Under
Pages: 32

Through bouncy, rhyming text and colorful imagery, Kisses traces a young child's
day through the many kisses they receive. From "Sloppy licking pup kisses" (the
unconditional love from a beloved pet) to "Jungle gym climb-up kisses" (a parent
celebrating a child's victory), kids will enjoy the affirmation that they're loved and
wanted as the book—and their parents—move them toward "bedtime kisses."
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Yawning Yoga
Laurie Jordan, Illustrated by Diana Mayo

$18.95
Hardcover
2/24/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Little Pickle Press
ISBN: 9781939775108

BISAC Category: Juvenile Nonfiction / Health & Daily Living
Age Range: Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And Under
Pages: 40

Elements of yoga practice including stretching, posture, and breath work, are
introduced through elegant artwork and poems like 'Mountain' (Tadasana) and
'Seashell' (Balasana), to help children — and their caring adults — ready their
bodies for a restful sleep.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Friendship Bracelet
Arlene Stewart

$6.99
Paperback Picture Book
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492637684

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Social Themes
Age Range: Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Pages: 240

As class klutz and all-around misfit, Olivia Jones thought that starting middle
school would be tough enough. What's worse, her BFF and next-door neighbor,
Alex, is moving to Paris. Then Olivia discovers an old friendship bracelet in her
mother's drawer and realizes there might be a way for her to feel connected to
Alex, even when they're an ocean apart. Life without her BFF is hard, but when
Olivia's cousins move into the neighborhood, she discovers there are lots of
opportunities for making ne...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Weaving a Wish
Arlene Stewart

$6.99
Trade Paperback
12/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492637714

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Social Themes
Age Range: Ages 8 to 12, Grades 4 to 7
Pages: 240

Threads is the name of the Friendship Bracelet club. But their group hits a
stumbling block when Olivia breaks her finger. With Olivia out of commission for
three weeks, can Threads weave enough friendship bracelets to meet their
friends' orders?
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Jelly Bean Summer
Joyce Magnin

$16.99
Hardcover
5/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492646723

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Family
Age Range: Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Pages: 224

Joyce has had it with her family (especially with UFO-sighting Elaine who loves
her guinea pig more than her own sister). Her solution? Move out of the house
and pitch a tent on the roof for the summer. But when she spots a boy watching
her from a neighboring roof she's stunned—and intrigued.

Brian recently lost his brother, and the two instantly bond over their messed-up
families. To help Brian repair his brother's truck, they concoct a scheme to build
and sell tickets to a UFO display. Even Ela...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Women Who Dared: 52 Fearless Daredevils, Adventurers, and Rebels
Linda Skeers, Illustrated by Livi Gosling

$16.99
Hardcover
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492653271

BISAC Category: Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography & Autobiography
Age Range: Ages 8 to 14, Grades 3 to 8
Pages: 128

Women have been doing amazing, daring, and dangerous things for years, but
they're rarely mentioned in our history books as adventurers, daredevils, or
rebels. This new compilation of short biographies features women throughout
history who have risked their lives for adventure—many of whom you may not
know, but all of whom you SHOULD know, such as:
? Annie Edson Taylor, the first person who dared to go over Niagara Falls in a
barrel
? Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman who dared to fly in space...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Elsie Mae Has Something to Say
Nancy Cavanaugh

$16.99
Hardcover
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492640226

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Historical
Age Range: Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Pages: 256

Elsie Mae has long treasured summers with her grandparents in the Okefenokee
Swamp, so she is devastated to hear that a shipping company plans to build a
canal right through it. What will that mean for the people and animals that call
the swamp home? So she writes a letter directly to President Franklin Roosevelt
himself and sets off to enjoy what may be her last happy summer there with her
new dog, Huck. But when she arrives, she discovers a team of hog bandits who
have been stealing from the s...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The List
Patricia Forde

$16.99
Hardcover
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492647966

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Dystopian
Age Range: Ages 10 to 14, Grades 5 to 8
Pages: 336

In the city of Ark, speech is constrained to five hundred sanctioned words. Speak
outside the approved lexicon and face banishment. The exceptions are the
Wordsmith and his apprentice Letta, the keepers and archivists of all language in
their post-apocalyptic, neo-medieval world.

On the death of her master, Letta is suddenly promoted to Wordsmith, charged
with collecting and saving words. But when she uncovers a sinister plan to
suppress language and rob Ark's citizens of their power of speech, s...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Bedtime Blessings
Marianne Richmond

$8.99
Board Book
1/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492641834

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Bedtime & Dreams
Pages: 24

Beloved author Marianne Richmond celebrates God's blessings in this sweet bedtime book
Dear God,
It's the end of the day
and time for my prayer
to say thanks for your blessings
and your heavenly care.

The very first religion-oriented book from a beloved bestselling author whose
books have become childhood classics, Bedtime Blessings is a celebration of
thankfulness for all the gifts a child is given. A beautiful way to say good night
and thank you to God, this heartwarming story is sure to become a be...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Be Brave Little One
Marianne Richmond

$9.99
Hardcover
10/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492658818

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Social Themes
Pages: 32
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Not So Small At All
Sandra Magsamen

$10.99
Hardcover Picture Book
2/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
ISBN: 9781492637073

BISAC Category: Juvenile Fiction / Social Themes
Age Range: Ages 10 And Under, Grades 6 And Under
Pages: 32

Have you ever felt like you're just too small
to do important stuff in the world at all?
Well, take a closer look, and then you'll see
that the smallest of things are as AMAZING as can be!

Little things are capable of giant accomplishments. Upon closer inspection, things
we think of as being small are actually full of endless strength. Think about bees,
ants, butterflies—and little children! Each one is unique, and capable of making
big changes in the world.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Busted
Gina Ciocca

$10.99
Trade Paperback
1/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492654292

Age Range: Ages 12 to 17, Grades 6 to 12
Pages: 336

Marisa wasn't planning to be a snoop for hire—until she accidentally caught her
best friend's boyfriend making out with another girl. Now her reputation for
sniffing out cheaters has spread all over school, and Marisa finds herself the
reluctant queen of busting two-timing boys.

But when ex-frenemy Kendall asks her to spy on her boyfriend, TJ, Marisa quickly
discovers the girl TJ might be falling for is Marisa herself. And worse yet? The
feelings are quickly becoming mutual as she's stuck spying ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Stranger Things Have Happened
Jeff Strand

$10.99
Paperback Picture Book
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492645399

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Humorous
Age Range: Ages 12 to 17, Grades 6 to 12
Pages: 304

At 15, Marcus Millian III, the great-grandson of the famous Zachary the
Stupendous, is already a talented illusionist. But when Marcus chokes during a
card trick and leaves the audience unimpressed, prideful Zachary promises that
he and Marcus are working on an illusion that will shock, stun, and astonish. That
night, Zachary dies in his sleep.

To uphold the honor of Marcus's beloved great-grandfather, the show must go
on, and Marcus will need to make a shark disappear in front of everybody. It w...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Behind the Song
K.M. Walton

$10.99
Trade Paperback
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492638810

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Performing Arts
Age Range: Ages 12 to 17, Grades 7 to 12
Pages: 400

Music is a universal language. From pulse-pounding beats to emotional lyrics—it
can change a mood, a perspective, a life. And that's particularly true for teens,
for whom music can make sweeping and lasting impressions on things like first
love, first heartbreak, soul-searching, and growing up. In Behind the Song,
acclaimed YA authors and musicians connect to one of their favorite songs
through a mix of short story interpretations and personal essays. These unique
visions combine to form an insi...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Bone Witch
Rin Chupeco

$17.99
Hardcover
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492635826

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
Age Range: Ages 12 to 17, Grades 7 to 12
Pages: 432

When Tea accidentally resurrects her brother from the dead, she learns she is
different from the other witches in her family. Her gift for necromancy means that
she's a bone witch, a title that makes her feared and ostracized by her
community. But Tea finds solace and guidance with an older, wiser bone witch,
who takes Tea and her brother to another land for training.

In her new home, Tea puts all her energy into becoming an asha -- one who can
wield elemental magic. But dark forces are approachi...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Follow Me Back
A.V. Geiger

$10.99
Trade Paperback
6/6/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492645238

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Thrillers & Suspense
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Pages: 368

Tessa Hart's agoraphobia means she doesn't interact with man people-except for
the online fandom of pop sensation Eric Thorn. She knows it sounds crazy, but
he's the only one who seems to understand her, even though they've never
met…

Held prisoner by his contract and sick of his creepily obsessive fans, Eric creates
a fake Twitter account to mess with one of his biggest followers,
@TessaHeartsEric. Instead, they form a bond via Twitter that neither could have
imagined. But when the two arrange t...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Sky between You and Me
Catherine Alene

$17.99
Hardcover
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492638537

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Pages: 496

Minus five
Will simply mean
Smaller
Leaner
Lighter

For Rae, winning rodeo nationals is about more than a love of riding her horse or
the thrill of crushing the competition. It's a chance to feel close to her mother and
honor her memory. But executing technical precision is mentally and physically
demanding, and the weight of achieving-and maintaining-perfection is crushing
her. She's not just terrified of losing her best friend and boyfriend…she's terrified
to eat. And if she doesn't get help, Rae is...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Dead Inside: A True Story
Cyndy Etler

$17.99
Hardcover
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492635734

BISAC Category: Young Adult Nonfiction / Social Topics
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Pages: 304

All Cyndy wanted was to be loved and accepted. But by age fourteen, she had
fought off her stepfather's sexual advances and escaped from her violent home,
only to be reported as a runaway and sent to a drug rehab facility that changed
her world.

To the public, Straight, Inc. was a place of recovery. But behind closed doors, it
was something else entirely, relying on bizarre and unethical methods to "treat"
its patients. In her gritty and unflinching memoir, Cyndy recounts the horrific
sixteen mon...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

We Can't Be Friends
Cyndy Etler

$17.99
Hardcover
10/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492635765

BISAC Category: Young Adult Nonfiction / Social Topics
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 7 to 12
Pages: 288

In the follow-up to Cyndy Etler's chilling memoir, The Dead Inside, Etler details her
turbulent readjustment to life at home and high school after spending sixteen
months in Straight, Inc. Advertised as a rehab program for troubled teens, in
reality, Straight subjected Cyndy and her fellow Straightlings to cultlike
brainwashing and bizarre "treatment" methods. There was no privacy, no
freedom, and no room for error. But when Cyndy is finally released, she discovers
she's living by an entirely di...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Ultimatum
K.M. Walton

$17.99
Hardcover
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492635079

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 7 to 12
Pages: 320

Oscar is misunderstood. Ever since his mother died, he's
been disrespected and bullied by his family, and he seeks
refuge in his art. Vance is a popular athlete and wishes his
brother would just loosen up and be cool. It was hard
enough to deal with their mother's death without Oscar
getting all emotional. Vance just wants to throw himself
into partying, to live.

But when their father's alcoholism sends him into
liver failure, the two boys must come face-to-face with
their demons—and each other—if they a...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Girl out of Water
Laura Silverman

$10.99
Trade Paperback
5/2/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492646860

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Romance
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Pages: 368

Anise can't wait for her surf-filled summer in Santa Cruz to begin. But when her
aunt gets into a car accident and needs help caring for her young kids, Anise is
forced to go to Nebraska—to the childhood home of the mother who abandoned
her.

In Nebraska, Anise is out of her comfort zone in every way. Then she meets
Lincoln, a one-armed skater who convinces her to swap her surfboard for a
skateboard. As she spends more time with Lincoln, her cousins, and Nebraska's
hidden wonders, she starts to lo...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Mask of Shadows
Linsey Miller

$17.99
Hardcover
9/5/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492647492

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Pages: 352

When petty thief Sal Leon steals a poster from a royal scribe announcing open
auditions for The Left Hand, Sal knows it's a chance for a better life. The Queen's
powerful personal assassins are named after the rings she wears—Ruby,
Emerald, Amethyst, and Opal—and are her most trusted advisors.

But the audition is a fight to the death filled with clever circus acrobats, lethal
apothecaries, and vicious ex-soldiers. A childhood as a common criminal hardly
qualifies as preparation, but with each suc...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Coming Up for Air
Miranda Kenneally

$10.99
Trade Paperback
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492630111

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Romance
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Pages: 304

Maggie's dedicated all of her focus and free-time to swimming in an effort to get
a college scholarship and qualify for the Olympics. She's spent so much time in
the pool, that it's not until she's away on a college visit that she realizes just
how much of the "high school experience" she's missed out on… So Maggie
channels the determination that makes her a fierce competitor and decides to
squeeze the most out of her senior year. First up? Making out with a guy. But
Maggie slowly starts to lose...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

We All Fall Down
Natalie Richards

$10.99
Trade Paperback
10/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492654384

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Thrillers & Suspense
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 7 to 12
Pages: 320

Theo and Paige's friendship ended the night his impulse issues took over. When he got in a fight, and she tried to intervene, his fist accidently

connected with her face—leading Paige to add Theo to her already long list of fears.

When she finds the courage to start over in a nearby town, she's stunned to learn that Theo's in town too. And they're both drawn to a bridge that's

notorious for love and death. One after the next, familiar items appear, terrifying puzzles carved from bits and pieces o...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

You Will Be Mine
Natasha Preston

$10.99
Trade Paperback
2/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492654322

Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 7 to 12
Pages: 368

Layla is in love with her best friend, Chase, but the last thing she wants is to
jeopardize their friendship by sharing her true feelings. So when Layla's friends
decide to boycott Valentine's Day and pull a few funny pranks instead, she
agrees. It might not be a romantic date, but at least she'll get to spend time with
Chase. Except the sweet turns sinister when the friends all start receiving notes
from a secret admirer whose words of adoration quickly become deadly…
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The Heartsglass
Rin Chupeco

$17.99
Hardcover
3/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492635857

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Pages: 400

Tea, a bone witch who can resurrect the dead, is done with her self-imposed
exile. She now possesses all seven bezoars she needs to revive the powerful
daeva. With the help of these terrible monsters, she can finally enact her
revenge against the royals who wronged her and took the life of her one true
love.

With alliances and allegiances shifting, danger lurks in and out of the kingdom.
But Tea's heart is set on vengeance, even if it turns her against her
now-estranged brother, who supports her ...
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The Secrets We Bury
Stacie Ramey

$10.99
Trade Paperback
11/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492654209

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 7 to 12
Pages: 320

Dylan Taggart is on the run. His family is trying to put him in a school for
psychologically challenged students, and he gets it—he has anger issues. But
Believers Charter School is a complete overreaction. So he decides a six-month
hike on the Appalachian Trail is the perfect place to hide out until he can legally
drop out of school.

Dylan wanted independence, but being alone on the trail is more than he
bargained for. Then he meets a mysterious hiker named Sophie, and the two
begin to develop a...
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The Long Ride Home
Tawni Waters

$10.99
Trade Paperback
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Fire
ISBN: 9781492645436

BISAC Category: Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes
Age Range: Ages 14 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Pages: 256

After the loss of her mother, Harley can barely handle her grief. But the start of
summer marks new beginnings, and Harley leaves for a cross-country road trip to
scatter her mother's ashes with Dean, her friend (with benefits). The two ride by
motorcycle, reconnecting with people who knew her mother along the way.

But it's not long before Harley realizes she's pregnant…with Dean's child. And as
Harley learns that her mother faced similar choices during her own pregnancy,
Harley must come to term...
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Mister Tender's Girl: A Novel
Carter Wilson

$15.99
Trade Paperback
2/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Landmark
ISBN: 9781492656500

BISAC Category: Fiction / Thrillers
Pages: 336

As a fourteen-year-old girl in London, Alice survived a horrific stabbing attack by
two classmates obsessed with Mister Tender, a graphic novel character created
by Alice's own father. Now, a decade later and an ocean away, Alice is trying to
focus on the present—but the past won't leave her alone. Someone knows far
more than they should—not just about the night she's tried so hard to forget,
but also deeply private details about Alice's life. Suddenly, the sinister Mister
Tender is leaping off ...
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Homicide for the Holidays
Cheryl Honigford

$15.99
Trade Paperback
10/10/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Landmark
ISBN: 9781492628644

BISAC Category: Fiction / Mystery & Detective
Pages: 432

Christmas has come to Chicago, and Vivian Witchell can't wait to spend the
holidays with her family and friends. But when she discovers a mysterious
envelope stuffed with cash in her late father's study, it sends her into a tailspin.
Was her beloved father the man she remembers—or was he involved in
something nefarious? In this riveting WWII-era mystery, Vivian teams up with
dashing detective Charlie Haverford as she navigates the twists and turns of her
father's treacherous past, ultimately lea...
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Two Days Gone: A Novel
Randall Silvis

$15.99
Trade Paperback
1/10/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Landmark
ISBN: 9781492639732

BISAC Category: Fiction / Thrillers
Pages: 400

Thomas Huston, a beloved professor and bestselling author, is something of a
local hero in the small Pennsylvania college town where he lives and teaches. So
when Huston's wife and children are found brutally murdered in their home, the
community reacts with shock and anger. Huston has also mysteriously
disappeared, and suddenly, the town celebrity is suspect number one.

Sergeant Ryan DeMarco has secrets of his own, but he can't believe that a man
he admired, a man he had considered a friend, cou...
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On Night's Shore: A Novel
Randall Silvis

$15.99
Paperback Picture Book
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Landmark
ISBN: 9781492639763

BISAC Category: Fiction / Mystery & Detective
Pages: 400

In 1840s New York City, street urchin Augie Dubbins is focused only on surviving. When a young woman tosses a baby into the Hudson River and then
jumps in herself, Augie hopes to make a few pennies as the only witness. In doing so, he encounters a struggling young journalist named Edgar Allan Poe,
a poet and newspaper hack whose penchant for saying the wrong thing at the wrong time has earned him more than a few enemies. The unlikely pair's
ensuing investigation soon traps them in a mire of murd...
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Disquiet Heart: A Novel
Randall Silvis

$15.99
Paperback Picture Book
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Landmark
ISBN: 9781492639794

BISAC Category: Fiction / Mystery & Detective
Pages: 384

Devastated by the loss of his beloved wife, Poe decides a change of scenery is in order. He reunites with his former investigative companion, Augie
Dubbins, now a young man in search of adventure, and together the pair travel to Pittsburgh.

Upon their arrival, Augie and Poe discover the city ravaged by a recent cholera epidemic. Even more alarming are the disappearances of several young,
working-class women over the past six months. Finding themselves entangled in another mystery, Poe and Augie t...
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The Bone's Embrace
Randall Silvis

$15.99
Trade Paperback
1/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Landmark
ISBN: 9781492646914

BISAC Category: Fiction / Thrillers
Pages: 384

A year after the gruesome homicide case in which Ryan DeMarco put a bullet
through the heart of the madman who killed his only friend's family, he can't face
another day on the force. Now, heading out on an extended road trip with
Jayme, his former colleague and current girlfriend, DeMarco is ready to let his old
wounds heal. But when the pair arrives in Jayme's tiny hometown for her
grandmother's funeral, they're quickly recruited to help solve a long-dead case
involving the skeletons of seven ...
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The Best Christmas Ever: Activities, Stories, and Songs of the Season - Making ____
Your Family's Best Year Yet
Sourcebooks

$19.99
Hardcover
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492656838

BISAC Category: Family & Relationships / Activities
Age Range: Ages 4 to 18
Pages: 64

Designed to bring together everyone in the family, this unique activity book is a
collection of crafts to make, games to play, and stories to share during the most
wonderful time of the year. Personalize it by adding photos of you and your
family's holiday traditions! Sprinkled with prompts to capture all the memories
you'll cherish, pick up this joyous book during holiday parties, or fill it with cheer
throughout the entire festive season.
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2018 Donald Trump Out of Office Countdown Box Calendar: Is it 2021 yet!?
Anthony Suzan

$14.99
Day by Day Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492657781

BISAC Category: Humor / Topic
Pages: 320
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2018 Trump Out of Office Countdown Wall Calendar: Is it 2021 yet!?
Anthony Suzan

$14.99
Wall Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492657828

BISAC Category: Humor / Topic
Pages: 24
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Aging Well with Diabetes: 137 Eye-Opening (and Scientifically Proven) Secrets That
Prevent and Control Diabetes
Bottom Line Inc.

$19.99
Trade Paperback
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492650713

BISAC Category: Health & Fitness / Diseases
Pages: 228

The Bottom Line Handbook for Aging Well with Diabetes is a comprehensive guide to living
and thriving with diabetes for men and women 50+. Written by a variety of
doctors and scientists, and structured in easy-to-read articles, this book gives
easy access to the trusted plethora of information Bottom Line Inc. is known to
provide, including tips for a healthy heart, alternative remedies, and food and
exercise advice.
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52 Ways to Beat Diabetes: Simple, Easy Tips to Stay Happy and Healthy
Bottom Line Inc.

$9.99
Trade Paperback
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492655282

BISAC Category: Health & Fitness / Diseases
Pages: 160

52 Ways to Beat Diabetes is a succinct, straightforward collection of 52 tips and facts
about living with and preventing type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Written by a wide
variety of trusted doctors and scientists, and structured in easy-to-read articles,
this guide is a fantastic sample of the reliable plethora of information Bottom Line
Inc. is known to provide, including basic knowledge, alternative remedies, and
exercise advice to prevent and control diabetes.
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The Undercover Effect: "Go Undercover" in Your Own Life to Become the Person
You Were Meant to Be
Derrick Levasseur

$25.99
Hardcover
1/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492650591

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Communication & Social Skills
Pages: 288

For readers of Spy the Lie and The Like Switch, The Undercover Effect illustrates how
anyone can use the little-known tactics and strategies of undercover police
officers—from understanding the motivations of others, to reading people's
actions, to projecting their best selves—to achieve personal and professional
success in their lives.

Derrick Levasseur, a law enforcement officer and winner of CBS game show Big
Brother, shares the tips and techniques that will help any reader become more
sociall...
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Creative Colleges: Finding the Best Programs for Aspiring Actors, Artists, Designers,
Dancers, Musicians, Writers, and More (5th Edition)
Elaina Loveland

$17.99
Trade Paperback
5/2/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492647119

BISAC Category: Study Aids / College Guides
Pages: 416

This unique and highly comprehensive guide speaks to the growing national
trend of students seeking out a liberal arts education and artistic majors.
Including profiles of more than two hundred seventy-five schools, as well as tips
on building a strong essay, audition process, or portfolio, Creative Colleges balances
nurturing students' passions with providing practical college advice and what it
takes to build a career as an artist.
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Year of No Clutter: A Memoir
Eve Schaub

$15.99
Trade Paperback
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492633556

BISAC Category: Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
Pages: 320

From Hoarders to The Life- Changing Magic of Tidying Up, the question of what to do with all of our stuff seems to be on everyone's mind. Eve

Schaub's new memoir is the tale of how one woman organized an entire room in her house that had been overtaken by pointless items. It's also a
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Flat Broke with Two Goats: A Memoir
Jennifer McGaha

$15.99
Trade Paperback
1/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492655381

BISAC Category: Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
Pages: 336

Just as the Great Recession was easing in some parts of the country, Jennifer
McGaha experienced an economic crisis of epic proportions. Her home was in
foreclosure; she had $4.57 in the bank; and worst of all, she had recently
discovered that she and her accountant husband owed four years of back taxes
to the state of North Carolina and the IRS. And then things got really bad…

Flat Broke with Two Goats takes readers on a wild adventure from a Cape-Cod-style
home in the country to a hundred-year-...
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The Secret Letters Project: A Journal for Reflection, Growth, and Transformation
through the Art of Letter Writing
Juliet Madison

$15.99
Paperback Picture Book
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492647836

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Journaling
Pages: 240

This beautiful and innovative letter-writing journal offers a safe and empowering
space for writers to explore relationships, deal with difficult situations, and
embrace positivity. Each chapter suggests writing a letter to a different
recipient—like an ex, a son or daughter, or even a stranger—and breaks down
how and why to write each one, offering examples, interactive questions, and a
template to guide writers through the process.
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We Don't Talk Anymore: Healing after Parents and Their Adult Children Become
Estranged
Kathy McCoy

$15.99
Trade Paperback
10/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492651130

BISAC Category: Family & Relationships / Dysfunctional Families
Pages: 368

Estrangement or semi-estrangement from an adult son or daughter can be a
parent's worst nightmare. And estrangement can be equally painful for an adult
child, who may see friends enjoying rewarding, fun relationships with their aging
parents and wonder where his or her family went wrong.

We Don't Talk Anymore addresses the increasingly common parent–adult child
problem of estrangement with compassionate, practical insights focused on what
both parents and adult children can do: how to break the s...
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Warped and Witty Cross-Stitch: 30 Feisty Postcards for the Honest Crafter
Katie Kutthroat

$12.99
Hardcover Picture Book
3/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492650225

BISAC Category: Humor / Form
Pages: 62

A postcard version of Katie's humor title, Bless This Mother-effing Home! The
combination of adorable and appalling is irresistible in this latest collection of
cross-stitch postcards that you will be itching to send. Each page evokes
laughter and irony, and the oversized postcard format gives readers the option
to hang up or share favorite entries, spreading the cross-stitched love.
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Bless This Mother-effing Home: Sweet Stitches for Snarky Bitches
Katie Kutthroat

$12.99
Trade Paperback
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492649465

BISAC Category: Humor / Topic
Pages: 96

Laugh-out-loud fun through crafting is found in these biting yet precious
patterns! Katie Kutthroat's warped and witty cross-stitch has taken the Internet
by storm and has been featured on TV shows like HBO's Girls. Cute but snarky,
each cross-stitch pattern featured in Bless This Mother-effing Home evokes laughter
and irony. Colorful language and perforated pages allow for readers to hang up
or share favorite entries, spreading the cross-stitched love.
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The Sex Effect: Baring Our Complicated Relationship with Sex
Ross Benes, Foreword by A.J. Jacobs

$26.99
Hardcover Picture Book
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492647423

BISAC Category: Psychology / Human Sexuality
Pages: 336

Why do political leaders become entangled in so many sex scandals? How did
the US military inadvertently help make San Francisco a mecca of gay culture?
And what was the original purpose of vibrators? In this well-researched
exploration of human sexuality, journalist Ross Benes bares all about the role of
sex in shaping the seemingly innocuous and non-sexual aspects of our lives,
from religion to politics to technology.

With hilarious wit, sharp insights, and a foreword by New York Times bestsell...
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How to Make a French Family: A Memoir of Love, Food, and Faux Pas
Samantha Vérant

$15.99
Trade Paperback
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492638490

BISAC Category: Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
Pages: 320

When Samantha is given a second chance at love at the age of forty, she moves
to southwestern France, thinking she's prepared for her new role in life as an
instant American wife and stepmom. It turns out, though, that making a French
family takes more than just good intentions and a quick lesson in croissant-
baking.

Even while suffering from culture shock and struggling to communicate with and
parent her ten-year-old stepson and thirteen-year-old stepdaughter in a culture
drastically different f...
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21 Ways to a Happier Depression: A Creative Guide to Getting Unstuck from
Anxiety, Setbacks, and Stress
Seth Swirsky

$12.99
Hardcover
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492648130

BISAC Category: Self-Help
Pages: 112

How do you work your way out of a depression? What steps can we all take to
be happier? For most, intensive treatment isn't what we are searching for.
Clinical psychologist Dr. Seth Swirsky takes a nontraditional approach to help
readers deal with depression through art, activities, creativity, and positivity.
With infographics, illustrations, quotes, and lists, Dr. Swirsky explores unique
techniques he's used with his patients and in his own life.
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Instant Happy Notes Postcard Book
Sourcebooks

$12.99
Hardcover
5/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492648062

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Personal Growth
Pages: 62

What can boost someone's spirits more than an unexpected happy message?
Instant Happy Notes Postcard Book provides thirty bright and joyful postcards designed
to spread smiles. Filled with cheerful messages, quotes, and doodles, the
postcards within this happy little book can help you make a big impact through a
small gesture.
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I Wished for You: A Keepsake Adoption Journal
Sourcebooks

$15.99
Hardcover
5/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492648840

BISAC Category: Family & Relationships / Adoption & Fostering
Pages: 144

This stunning keepsake journal will capture the life-changing and emotional time
parents-to-be experience from the moment they decide to adopt to the day they
first meet the child they've been dreaming of. Designed specifically with adoptive
parents in mind, this prompted journal features chapters for every step of the
adoption journey. Because no two adoption stories are alike, each deserves a
special book to commemorate all of the sentiments, family history, hopes,
dreams, and surprises that t...
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2018 Great Quotes from Great Leaders Boxed Calendar
Sourcebooks

$14.99
Day by Day Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492645290

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
Pages: 320

This extraordinary page-a-day calendar is packed with centuries of wisdom from great leaders around the
world. Begin each day with inspiration from the men and women who have been great leaders and
outstanding teachers.

Sample Quotes:
I like to praise and reward loudly, to blame quietly.
—Catherine the Great
An ounce of practice is worth more than tons of preaching.
—Mahatma Gandhi
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2018 Instant Happy Notes Boxed Calendar : 365 Reminders to Smile and Shine!
Sourcebooks

$14.99
Day by Day Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492648079

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
Pages: 320

The idea of "instant happy" has never been more popular - or more needed!
With that in mind comes a unique full-color boxed calendar providing a little dose
of happy each and every day. Each entry provides a new reason to smile, and
includes some creative ways to spread the joy!
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2018 Today Is the Day Boxed Calendar: Get Up, Get Going, Get Inspired
Sourcebooks

$14.99
Day by Day Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492648499

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
Pages: 320

The perfect desk top companion to start each day on a positive

note. With inspirational quotes from Coco Chanel to Aristotle,

and beautiful illustrations throughout, this calendar offers a

daily quote designed to inspire, uplift and set your day on a

positive course, each and every day of the year.
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2018 Be You Boxed Calendar
Sourcebooks

$14.99
Day by Day Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492650058

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
Pages: 320

Meant to inspire women to be themselves rather than fit into a neat little box,
this inspiring quote calendar is for Gen X and Millennial women ready to take on
the world by being themselves. This calendar will give you witty, no-nonsense
inspiration from the likes of Tina Fey, Lena Dunham, along with a little Virginia
Woolf and Audrey Hepburn–just to keep it classy!
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2018 Fat Cats Wall Calendar
Sourcebooks

$14.99
Wall Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492650065

BISAC Category: Humor / Topic
Pages: 24

Don't mess with these big, fluffy, and sassy cats! For the eighth straight year,
this hilarious calendar features the most entertaining curvaceous kitties. They
remind us when it comes to attitude, size does count! Featuring hilarious
full-color photos and humorous captions, this calendar is sure to please any cat
lover!
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2018 Guess Who Said that Boxed Calendar : 365 Days of Quote Trivia
Sourcebooks

$14.99
Day by Day Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492650089

BISAC Category: Reference / Trivia
Pages: 320

The only thing more shocking than the bold, snarky, outlandish quotes in this
calendar are the people who said them! Enjoy trying to figure out who said or
didn't say what each day of the year, and shock your friends with these fun,
quirky tidbits of information.
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2018 I'd Rather Be Reading Easel Calendar: 52 Weeks of Beloved Book Joy
Sourcebooks

$13.99
Day by Day Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492651857

BISAC Category: Literary Criticism / Books & Reading
Pages: 108

I'd Rather Be Reading provides beautiful book-themed quotes, imagery, and tips on
where to look for other reading recommendations. Perfect for clubs or passionate
individuals, this beautiful easel will be a joy to flip through each day, helping you
to choose your next inspiring, entertaining, and thought-provoking book.
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2018 "Weird Al's" Official Wall Calendar: 12 Months of Trademark "Weird Al's"
Greatest Moments & Albums
Sourcebooks

$14.99
Wall Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492651871

BISAC Category: Music
Pages: 24

A wacky, whimsical, Weird Al-fueled calendar is sure to delight and charm
consumers who are always looking for more weird in their lives! From the
beloved Grammy winning artist, images of the insane add to his persona and
create a truly fun product for fans of all ages to enjoy!
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2018 Fiercely Female Wall Poster Calendar: 12 Unique Female Artists Pay Tribute
to 12 Badass Women
Sourcebooks

$16.99
Wall Calendar
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492652809

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
Pages: 24

Created for the dreamers, the passionate, the colorful – this calendar is visually
interesting and has elements that unfold and delight the female go-getter. This
calendar will cause someone to smile just as quickly as it will deliver a punch of
inspiration.

Colorful but soft, this calendar will have layers of inspiration underneath
stunning, illustrative designs.
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Live. Love. Bark.
Sourcebooks

$14.99
Hardcover
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492657934

BISAC Category: Photography / Subjects & Themes
Pages: 96

Happiness quotes get a fun spin by incorporating our beloved pet companions in
Live. Love. Bark. Quotes and inspiration with fun and playful pups will resonate with
happy and nostalgic owners or those of us who could use a boost of cheer. A
collection of quotes meant to inspire the dog lover in all of us, this collection is
just as lovable as man's best friends themselves.
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Instant Happy Notes: 400 Surprises to make you smile
Sourcebooks

$9.99
Trade Paperback
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492657927

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Personal Growth
Pages: 400
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Be You: Weekly prompts to unleash the YOU you want to be
Sourcebooks

$15.99
Hardcover
2/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492656821

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Journaling
Pages: 144

Be You is an elegant and inspirational weekly journal for women to tap into their
own positive mind-sets, creativity, and goal-driven thinking. With its gorgeous
design, insightful quotes, and unique prompts, Be You will increase self-confidence
and motivate women to unlock their true potential!
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The Cookie Cure: A Mother/Daughter Memoir of Cookies and Cancer
Susan Stachler

$15.99
Trade Paperback
2/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492637837

BISAC Category: Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs
Pages: 304

When twenty-two-year-old Susan Stachler was diagnosed with cancer, her
mother, Laura, was struck by déjà vu—the same illness that took her sister's life
was now attacking her daughter. Heartbroken but steadfast, Laura pledged to
help Susan through the worst of her treatments. When they discovered that
Laura's homemade ginger cookies soothed the side effects of Susan's chemo,
both mother and daughter were inspired to start a business. Now, with
Susansnaps, the duo sells their cancer-fighting cook...
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Unicorns Are Jerks: Coloring and Activity Book
Illustrated by Theo Nicole Lorenz

$12.99
Paperback Picture Book
3/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492647591

BISAC Category: Games & Activities / Activity Books
Pages: 96

Unicorns are back and even bigger jerks than ever

The coloring book that exposed the cold, hard, sparkly truth is back, this time
with more shocking truths about unicorns. With twenty-seven new coloring and
activity pages, Unicorns Are Jerks: Coloring and Activity Book is your ultimate
guide to the wily ways of our single-horned friends.
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All About ADHD: A Family Resource for Helping Your Child Succeed with ADHD (3rd
Edition)
Thomas W. Phelan

$15.99
Trade Paperback
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492637868

BISAC Category: Family & Relationships / Attention Deficit Disorder
Pages: 252

An estimated 20 million Americans have attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. Now, for the parents, teachers, and caregivers of both children and adults with ADHD comes

the third edition of All About ADHD by Dr. Thomas W. Phelan. This newly updated edition includes information such as:

?The basic symptoms of ADHD and their effects on school, work, home, and

personal relationships

?The differences in ADHD between boys and girls

Written in easy-to-understand language and with a positive, treatment ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

1-2-3 Magic for Kids: Helping Your Kids Understand the New Rules (2nd Edition)
Thomas Phelan, Tracy M. Lee

$9.99
Trade Paperback
6/6/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492647867

BISAC Category: Family & Relationships / Parenting
Pages: 128

The popular 1-2-3 Magic parenting program has been adapted to be introduced
from a child's point of view! From counting and time-out methods to the benefits
of better behavior, this innovative guide explains the system with clear, easy-to-
understand language and illustrations. Fun cartoons and puzzles will keep kids
interested and engaged while encouraging them to apply what they've learned.
1-2-3 Magic for Kids describes the basics of Phelan's program in a kid-friendly format
that will get the ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

1-2-3 Magic Workbook: An Interactive Parenting Resource (2nd Edition)
Thomas W. Phelan, Tracy M. Lee

$17.99
Paperback Picture Book
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks
ISBN: 9781492647898

BISAC Category: Family & Relationships / Parenting
Pages: 176

The 1-2-3 Magic parenting program allows you to take charge of your home and
have fun with your kids again by breaking down the complex task of parenting
into three straightforward steps.

In this invaluable companion workbook, the simple steps of 1-2-3 Magic are explained in greater detail, and each chapter contains bonus material, making

it easy to regain control and find joy in paren ng once more.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Leadership Secrets of Hamilton: 7 Steps to Revolutionary Leadership from
Alexander Hamilton and the Founding Fathers
Gordon Leidner

$15.95
Hardcover Picture Book
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Simple Truths
ISBN: 9781492649526

BISAC Category: Business & Economics / Leadership
Pages: 160

Determined to improve his lot in life, Alexander Hamilton took his first job at the
tender age of 11. His success skyrocketed from that moment. Using Hamilton and
the Founding Father's work ethics as our compass, history can lead our
generation into success. Revolutionary techniques are paired with modern
business mantras to create a leadership "how-to" that will invigorate you and
your team. The Leadership Secrets of Hamilton is sure to revolutionize the way
you view yourself as a leader.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Dash: Making a Difference with Your Life
Linda Ellis, Mac Anderson

$15.95
Hardcover
1/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Simple Truths
ISBN: 9781608106806

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
Pages: 144
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Simple Blessings of Christmas: A Hope Filled Journey Through the 25 Days of
Advent
Mark Gilroy

$16.99
Hardcover
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Simple Truths
ISBN: 9781492651932

BISAC Category: Religion / Holidays
Pages: 64

The Simple Blessings of Christmas is a collection of thirty inspirational stories that will
warm your heart and soothe your soul this Christmas. Readers will rediscover
that Christmas is a time to pause, reflect, and enjoy the simple blessings of the
season, offering an opportunity to reconnect with family and friends. Recapture
the joy of Christmas, experience peace and comfort, and wonder at the sights
and sounds of the holidays with The Simple Blessings of Christmas.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Think and Grow Rich: The Practical Steps to Transforming Your Desires Into Riches
Napolean Hill Foundation

$15.95
Hardcover
1/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Simple Truths
ISBN: 9781492656906

BISAC Category: Business & Economics / Personal Success
Pages: 112

A modern-day classic, Think and Grow Rich reveals secrets that have the power to
change your life and set you on the path of learning and self-development.
Originally published in 1937, Napoleon Hill draws on stories from Andrew
Carnegie, Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, and more than 500 other men of great
wealth to demonstrate his moneymaking philosophies. With simple and practical
techniques, Hill teaches that great and lasting success is possible with nothing
but thoughts, ideas, and organized pla...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Heart of a Mother: The Beauty of a Mother's Love (2nd Edition)
Paula J. Fox

$12.99
Hardcover
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Simple Truths
ISBN: 9781492651956

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Personal Growth
Pages: 144

Any mother will enjoy the pairing of the beauty of a mother's love with quotes
inspired by the unique bond between mothers and children. A mother's love is
portrayed in a beautiful floral design where each flower represents a different
characteristic of mothers. It takes a lot of strength to be a mother, illustrated by
the gladiola -- a strong, powerful flower. "Gladiola" is a Greek word meaning
"sword," reminding us that a mother is a powerful force for her children. She is
their advocate, alwa...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Heart of a Teacher: A Collection of Quotes & Inspirational Stories
Paula J. Fox

$12.99
Hardcover
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Simple Truths
ISBN: 9781492651925

BISAC Category: Education / Teacher & Student Mentoring
Pages: 144
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Great Quotes from Great Women: Words from the Women Who Shaped the World
Peggy Anderson

$15.95
Hardcover
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Simple Truths
ISBN: 9781492649588

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Affirmations
Pages: 256

Learn from some of the most influential women who changed our world!
Great Quotes from Great Women features the inspirational words of twenty-nine great
women, including Eleanor Roosevelt, Rosa Parks, Helen Keller, Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis, Mother Teresa, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Michelle Obama, Sally
Ride, and many others
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Great Quotes from Great Leaders: Words from the Leaders Who Shaped the World
Peggy Anderson

$15.95
Hardcover
5/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Simple Truths
ISBN: 9781492649618

BISAC Category: Self-Help / Affirmations
Pages: 352

This extraordinary book is a beautiful coffee table edition with 160 pages, 75
wonderful photographs, and over 400 great quotations from leaders in all walks
of life. Some of the leaders include: Benjamin Franklin, Winston Churchill, Thomas
Jefferson, Mother Teresa, Martin Luther King Jr., Walt Disney, Abraham Lincoln,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Nelson Mandela, Albert Einstein, John F. Kennedy, Mahatma
Gandhi, Helen Keller, Henry Ford, and Pope John Paul II
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Saving Mercy
Abbie Roads

$7.99
Mass Market
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492639237

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 320

Cain Killian's serial killer father gave him a ghastly gift: an extrasensory
connection to blood which he uses to help the FBI, hoping that one day he will
atone for his father's evil.

The last thing Cain wants to do is bother Mercy Ledger, the only person who
survived his father's killing spree. But soon it becomes clear that she's the key to
his most current case. And too late he realizes that if he doesn't save her, he
may lose his chance at redemption.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Highland Promise
Alyson McLayne

$7.99
Mass Market
10/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492654506

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

SCOTTISH HISTORICAL ROMANCE
Darach MacKenzie vowed never again to let a woman near his heart after his
betrothed betrayed him. It sparked an intense feud between his clan and the
Frasers, and now he can't be distracted—not even by a sweet and charming lass
who desperately needs his help.

Caitlin MacInnes vowed never again to let misery rule her life after escaping Laird
Fraser's clutches. Darach has saved her, and she's desperate to stay safe. But
when the Frasers stir up trouble and Caitlin is ca...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

A Promise of Fire
Amanda Bouchet

$7.99
Mass Market
8/2/2016 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492626015

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 448

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Catalia "Cat" Fisa is a powerful clairvoyant known as the Kingmaker. This smart-mouthed soothsayer has no interest in her powers and would much rather fly

under the radar, far from the clutches of her homicidal mother. But when an ambi ous warlord captures her, she may not have a choice…

Griffin is intent on bringing peace to his newly conquered realm in the magic-deprived south. When he discovers Cat is the Kingmaker, he abducts her. But Cat

will do everything in her power to ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Breath of Fire
Amanda Bouchet

$7.99
Mass Market
1/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492626046

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 448

FANTASY ROMANCE

When Catalia "Cat" Fisa's carefully guarded identity is revealed, hearts unravel
and lives turn violently upside down. Griffin is stunned, and their passionate vow
to live together or die trying is put to a new kind of test as they fight to reunite
the three realms.

With Cat's past surfacing in unexpected ways and neighboring royals out for
blood, Cat and Griffin must strike soon if there's any hope of achieving their goal
without full-scale war. When they're forced to enter a dead...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Heart on Fire
Amanda Bouchet

$7.99
Mass Market
1/2/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492626077

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 448

FANTASY ROMANCE

The destiny Catalia "Cat" Fisa has spent her entire life running from has finally caught up to her. But in order to truly accept her fate and become Queen

of Thalyria, Cat and her dedicated husband Griffin Sinta will have to go to war with the severely oppressed Fisa—and it's violent alpha…Cat's homicidal

mother.

But when Cat's magic refuses to work like it should, she has to unleash the power she's been afraid of. And when her misuse of the God's gifts lands

her in Tartarus, a lan...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

My Highland Rebel
Amanda Forester

$7.99
Mass Market
1/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492605461

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 416

SCOTTISH HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Jyne Campbell never expected to become the leader of a rebellion, but when a neighboring clan's castle is captured by a relentless warlord, she's put in

charge of the fight. Proud, hot-blooded, and hot-tempered, she refuses to fail though her forces are far outnumbered.

Cormac Maclean has never quite mastered the art of war. With interest more akin to alchemy, his warlord father threatens his livelihood if he doesn't start

conquering the weak and vulnerable. Seeing the ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

My Lord Darington
Amanda Forester

$7.99
Mass Market
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492605522

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Lord of Lies
Amy Sandas

$7.99
Mass Market
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492618782

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 400

REGENCY ROMANCE

With her family on the verge of ruin, Portia Chadwick is just trying to stay afloat—but things take a turn for the worse when a dangerous moneylender

kidnaps her sister. Desperate, Portia turns to an infamous man from London's underground for help…

Determined to escape his low beginnings, Dell Turner hires himself out to society's elite as Nightshade. When he accepts a job from a beautiful young

lady, he doesn't anticipate Portia's determination to join him in his work…nor does he ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Last Chance Cowboys: The Outlaw
Anna Schmidt

$7.99
Mass Market
7/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492613022

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 320

WESTERN HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Amanda Porterfield is tired of the same old day in and day out. So when the opportunity to tutor in Tucson arrives, she jumps on it. On one of her last

days in town, she meets a mysterious and handsome man…and feels she might be leaving something behind after all.

Seth Grover never expected to cross paths with the pretty Miss Porterfield. As an undercover detective trying to stop a dangerous gang, he can't afford

the distractions a romance would bring. But how can they r...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Power of a SEAL
Anne Elizabeth

$7.99
Paperback Picture Book
12/5/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492650928

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 320

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
With over two decades of experience, Navy SEAL Leaper Lefton is bringing his
expertise to young and impressionable SEAL trainees in BUD/s. As an instructor,
he knows he must prepare them for all kinds of situations—and there's a perfect
opportunity for hands-on training when he spots a woman in danger in rough
water.

Kerry Hamilton, a marine mammal veterinarian for the U.S. Navy is beyond
grateful when Leaper saves her from the rough seas, and their attraction is
instant. But ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Never Dare a Dragon
Ashlyn Chase

$7.99
Mass Market
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492645467

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 320

PARANORMAL ROMANCE
Jayce Fierro is part of a legendary Boston firefighting family of phoenix shifters. Hiding his true form makes being in a relationship near impossible. Meeting the

beautiful Lieutenant Kristine Scott of the New York City Fire Department and knowing he can't have her only makes things worse.

Dragon shifter Kristine can't stop thinking about Jayce and his teasing smile. A relationship could never work—not with the distance between them, and

definitely not with her shifter secret. ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

One Summer Night
Caridad Piñeiro

$7.99
Mass Market
10/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492649649

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Jersey girl Maggie Sinclair has tried everything to save her family's business. Her
options are dwindling, and she needs someone who can turn things around
—fast. Problem is, the only person who can help her is trouble with a capital T.

The Sinclair and Pierce families have been feuding for nearly 30 years, but that
hasn't stopped Jax Pierce from noticing Maggie. And he likes what he sees—a lot.
But getting involved would mean risking his family, his inheritance, and above
all,...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Talk Cowboy to Me
Carolyn Brown

$7.99
Mass Market
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492637929

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

CONTEMPORARY COWBOY ROMANCE

When Double Deuce Ranch has two prospective buyers, owner Walter Jones decides to let the two run the ranch together to see who comes out on top.

Adele O'Donnell and Remington Luckadeau roll up their sleeves for the fight of their lives.

Ready to battle it out over cleaning stalls, milking cows, and training horses, neither expects the attraction that grows between them. Can the two of

them change from enemies to more than friends? And what happens when Walter returns t...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

A New Leash on Love
Debbie Burns

$7.99
Mass Market
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492650836

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Despite his highly successful marketing career, Craig Williams' personal life is falling apart. The puppy he's surrendering to the local shelter is one sign

of how messed up things have gotten due to a recent divorce plus the loss of a child. He thinks he'd best focus on his two surviving kids.

When Craig shows up to Megan Anderson's non-kill animal shelter, the confrontation that ensues sets them on a path neither could have predicted. As

they begin spending time together, Me...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Wicked Heir
Elizabeth Michels

$7.99
Paperback Picture Book
7/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492621393

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 416

REGENCY ROMANCE

When Lady Isabelle Fairlyn's true love is betrothed to her twin sister, she is heartbroken, but she vows to use the season to find a replacement. He

must be a talented dancer, have blonde hair and a keen fashion sense. How hard could it be to find a perfect match?

Fallon St. James is not a perfect match. What's more, as head of the secret Spare Heirs Society, he must stick to the shadows. Isabelle's

friendship pulls him into the light, and when she is approached by the one man who ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

LORD MEETS HIS LADY
Gina Conkle

Paperback
12/5/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Midnight Meetings
ISBN: 9781492651901

Pages: 384
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Reckless Hearts
Heather Van Fleet

$7.99
Mass Market
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492637165

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Addison is days away from being homeless when she hears about a nanny job
through a friend. She goes to the interview, and even though her new boss is
the cocky jerk she met at the bar the other night, with no other options, she
takes it.

Collin swears he'll never fall in love again after the death of his girlfriend. He
surely doesn't think anything could ever happen between him and the new,
feisty nanny. Despite her fiery attitude, he admires her skill with his daughter.
Soon...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Right Kind of Reckless
Heather Van Fleet

$7.99
Paperback Picture Book
11/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492658511

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Max, a retired Marine, would gladly serve a few more tours of duty to avoid settling down. Other than playing rugby, Max doesn't do much besides

drink beer and have sex. But as soon as he hears his best friend's sister needs help, he runs to her aid.

When free-spirited Lia Montgomery took a job at a club, she didn't expect to have to deal with rough and threatening guys. What's worse? She can't

get her brother's seriously sexy friend to stop acting as her body guard. The prote...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Highland Dragon Warrior
Isabel Cooper

$7.99
Mass Market
9/5/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492632030

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

HISTORICAL PARANORMAL ROMANCE

1305, Scotland. The Scottish war for independence might finally draw to a close, but it comes with a high price for dragon shifter Cathal MacAlasdair.

During the war, Cathal discovered evidence of terrible power in English hands—the very same power that left his good friend comatose. He's just about

to lose hope when he receives an offer he can't refuse…

Alchemist Sophia Metzger needs dragon scales. She travels to Loch Arach, where the brooding Cathal offers one scale...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Highland Dragon Rebel
Isabel Cooper

$7.99
Mass Market
11/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492632061

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

HISTORICAL PARANORMAL ROMANCE
Madoc of Avandos is on a journey to cement alliances—and after already being the target of an
assassination, he needs a companion who can fight. So when dragon shifter Moiread
MacAlasdair returns from war, he knows she's the best woman for the job.

Duty and political strength compel Moiread to agree but as their attraction grows, she has no
regrets. But when they cross into the otherworld and there is another attempt on Madoc's life,
Moiread jumps into protection mode...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Wild Ride
Julie Ann Walker

$7.99
Mass Market
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492608813

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

Ozzie is the underground operator of Black Knights Inc., a covert government
defense firm disguised as a custom motorcycle shop. In a mission that went
sideways, Ozzie was badly injured, and now he's stuck at headquarters, hoping
that someday he'll get out into the field again. Especially because he's tasked
with babysitting ace reporter Samantha Tate, who's been trying to dig up the dirt
on BKI for years...trouble is, Ozzie's tired of hiding, and Samantha may be the
last best person to share hi...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Fuel for Fire
Julie Ann Walker

$7.99
Mass Market
7/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492608783

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
Covert Black Knights Inc. operator Dagan Zoelner has made three huge mistakes. The first two left blood on his hands and stoked a dark fire in his soul. The

third left him wondering... what if? What if he had told the woman of his dreams how he felt before his world fell apart?

Chelsea Duvall is a spitfire CIA agent who always had a thing for bossy, brooding Dagan. When a mission throws them together, she's stunned to learn he feels

the same. The only problem? She carries a combu...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Dating the Undead
Juliet Lyons

$7.99
Mass Market
5/2/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492645306

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

When Silver Harris kisses sexy Irish vampire Logan Byrne on New Year's Eve, she
knows other humans just won't suffice. Convinced she'll never see him again,
she joins the uber-popular vampire dating site, VDate.com.

What Silver doesn't know is that the site is more dangerous than she could ever
imagined, and soon she's in over her head. When Logan returns, sparks fly and
attraction sizzles, but they'll have to escape some very real demons if they have
any chance of lasting forever.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Romancing the Undead
Juliet Lyons

$7.99
Mass Market
10/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492645337

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Mila Hart is tired of waiting for a human Mr. Right. Her first experience with the vampire dating site V-Date.com is a complete disaster—her date is

wanted for murder! But things turn around when she's rescued by dashing vampire cop Vincent Ferrer. Dangerous and devastatingly attractive, he's

just the undead hottie Mila was hoping for.

Haunted by his past, Vincent can't risk falling in love again—even if this stubborn human charms him more than anyone he's ever met. But things g...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Tangled in Texas
Kari Lynn Dell

$7.99
Paperback Picture Book
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492631972

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 416

CONTEMPORARY WESTERN ROMANCE

In a matter of thirty-two seconds, bronc rider Delon Sanchez's life was changed forever: his knee was shattered and his career was over. With his

other options looking like nothing but dead ends, Delon feels his life couldn't get much worse. Until his ex comes back—as his new physical therapist.

Tori Patterson swore she'd never return to Texas. Yet after all the time that's passed, she's shocked and dismayed when she realizes she's still

attracted to Delon. Is the past...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Tougher in Texas
Kari Lynn Dell

$7.99
Mass Market
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492632009

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 416

CONTEMPORARY WESTERN ROMANCE

Rodeo bullfighter Cole Jacobs has his hands full running Jacobs Livestock. He can't afford to lose a single man, so when his cousin offers to send along a

more-than-capable cowboy to replace her, he eagerly accepts. He expects to hire on a grizzled Texas good ol' boy. He gets Shawnee Pickett.

Shawnee's always gotten a kick out of driving the uptight Cole crazy…but she never counted on the job showing her a side of rodeo star she's never seen. As

much as she likes this ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Run to Ground
Katie Ruggle

$7.99
Mass Market
6/6/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492643043

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 416

Juliet Young kidnaps her young siblings from their abusive stepmother and flees cross-country to the Rocky Mountains. It doesn't take long before she

catches the eye of grizzled local cop Theodore Bosco and his wounded K9 companion, Viggy.

Theo is drawn to the new girl in town despite himself. Ever since his partner died, Theo has struggled to get close to anyone. But when a deadly threat

looms closer, Theo and Viggy will do whatever it takes to keep Jules safe...no matter the cost.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

On the Chase
Katie Ruggle

$7.99
Mass Market
9/5/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492643074

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 416

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

After witnessing a horrifying crime, Kaylee is forced to flee to a small Colorado mountain town and take on a new identity. There she becomes Grace, a dog

kennel worker trying to avoid the dangerously attractive K-9 Officer Hugh Murdoch.

When an accident leaves Hugh and his K-9 partner, Lexi, on desk duty, both are anxious for Hugh to heal. Until then, the highlight of his day is teasing the

beautiful but mysterious new kennel employee. Their simmering attraction fuels a passiona...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Blazing Hot Cowboy
Kim Redford

$7.99
Mass Market
1/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492621508

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

Redford reels you in with this hot-as-hell firefighting cowboy
WESTERN CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
When Lauren returns home to care for her sick Aunt Hedy, the last thing she expects to run into is her half-naked high school sweetheart. She stays focused

on caring for her aunt, but as her daughter Hannah grows closer to Kent, she can't seem to avoid him…

Kent has been working as a volunteer firefighter ever since Lauren le  years ago. Though he hasn't quite forgo en about her, and when he sees her again...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

A Very Cowboy Christmas: Merry Christmas and Happy New Year, Y'all
Kim Redford

$7.99
Mass Market
10/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492621539

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

CONTEMPORARY COWBOY HOLIDAY ROMANCE

Christmas is right around the corner, and single mom Sydney Steele is running out of time to make this a holiday to remember for Wildcat Bluff. On top

of coordinating the first ever Christmas celebration at the local drive-in, she has to get those pesky, reluctant cowboy firefighters to pose for her

charity calendar.

Dune Barrett might be the answer to her prayers. He's been trying to impress Sydney for months, and assisting with the Christmas celebration is

the...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Flash of Fury
Lea Griffith

$7.99
Mass Market
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492646303

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

Kingston McNally has a duty to his teammates at Endgame Ops, and when someone betrays them he needs to find his enemy's information courier.

He's shocked when he's led to petite Peace Corps volunteer Allie Redding.

Allie is about to head home when her plane is hijacked, and she's terrified to learn the hijackers are looking for her. She's also unprepared for King and

the instant attraction she feels for him. In the midst of the terror on the plane, King finds himself protecting A...
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Christmas in a Cowboy's Arms
Leigh Greenwood, Rosanne Bittner, Linda Broday, Margaret Brownley, Anna Schmidt, Amy Sandas

$7.99
Mass Market
10/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492656777

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 512

Stay toasty this holiday season with heart-warming tales of the Wild West! This Western Christmas anthology features some of our top authors

including: USA Today bestseller Leigh Greenwood, USA Today bestseller Rosanne Bittner, NY Times bestseller Linda Broday, RITA finalist Anna

Schmidt, NY Times bestseller Margaret Brownley, and USA Today bestseller Amy Sandas. Each story features rugged cowboys, the women who've

lassoed their hearts…and the Christmas miracles that bring them together.
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

A Match Made in Texas
Margaret Brownley

$7.99
Mass Market
6/6/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492608165

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

SWEET HISTORICAL WESTERN ROMANCE

When Amanda Lockwood is elected Two-Time Texas's first female sheriff, she sets out to stop the crime wave plaguing the town. Trouble begins when

she saves suspected killer Jake Barrett from a lynch mob. Common sense says he's guilty, but her heart tells her otherwise.

Things sure don't look good for Jake. He's accused of a murder he didn't commit and has no way of proving his innocence. His plan to woo Amanda into

letting him go backfires when he falls head over h...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

How the West Was Wed
Margaret Brownley

$7.99
Mass Market
12/5/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492608196

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

SWEET HISTORICAL WESTERN ROMANCE

When widow Josie Johnson takes over the only newspaper in Two-Time, Texas, everything goes as planned—until Brandon Wade moves to town to start

a competing newspaper. Brandon's bold hyperbole is nothing compared to Josie's serious journalism, but readers are eating it up. And even worse,

Brandon is as charming as he is handsome…

Brandon never meant to put the pretty publisher out of business, so he suggests a good old-fashioned print war. It's a battle of wits, but...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Zero to Sixty
Marie Harte

$7.99
Paperback Picture Book
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492630326

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Ivy is doing her best to make ends meet after a failed relationship. She decides
to take in a puppy that's been hanging around her place, but when she goes
looking for him, she finds him in the arms of a big burly man…

Sam feels more alone than he's ever felt with his best friend about to become
engaged. When the puppy he wants to adopt has another potential owner, he
thinks it might be a good idea to team up. Sam and Ivy can't deny their attraction
to each other and do their ...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Just the Thing
Marie Harte

$7.99
Mass Market
7/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492631880

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Gavin Donnigan left the Marine Corps a shell of a man, and his return to civilian life isn't easy. Teaching a self-defense class is just what he needs—

especially because it lets him flirt with the tall, leggy woman who won't give him the time of day.

After months of grieving over her twin's death, Zoe York is ready to take life by the horns. What better way than to start a fling with Gavin?

What starts off as casual sex soon evolves into tenuous emotional bonds. But before they...
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Halloween Kiss
Marie Harte

$7.99
Mass Market
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492656531

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

STEAMY HALLOWEEN ROMANCE
Halloween has always been Sadie Liberato's favorite holiday. She's kept men at
a distance since her last break-up, but tonight she plans to let go. Dressed up
and anonymous, Sadie feels sexy, powerful, and free. Where better to lose
herself than a masked party?
Harrison "Gear" Blackstone needs a break. Halloween isn't normally his thing, but
after his reality show went downhill, he sees the appeal of hiding his infamous
face and cutting loose.
Snark and sparks fly when an a...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Collision Course
Marie Harte

$7.99
Mass Market
10/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492630357

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

SEXY CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Ace mechanic Lou Cortez has always had a way with the ladies, so he can't understand why lovely florist Josephine "Joey" Reeves won't give him the

time of day.

Joey knows all about mistakes. After getting pregnant at fifteen, she's spent the past nine years building a life for her and her son. This sexy mechanic

is one misstep she's not going to make. But the more time she spends with Lou, the hotter things get. Soon Joey's left with a choice: keep things

casual, or revea...
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Highland Vixen
Mary Wine

$7.99
Mass Market
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492602590

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 320

SCOTTISH HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Fierce War Chief Marcus MacPherson steals the beautiful, intelligent, and stubborn Helen Grant as a means to keep peace between the clans. Now he

must figure out how to keep her in the castle without keeping her under lock and key. She has learned all of the clans secrets and he can't let her get

away. Marcus's father says marriage is the best solution. Can he steal her heart and show her there's more to him than the War Chief who kidnapped

her?
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Highland Hellion
Mary Wine

$7.99
Mass Market
6/6/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492602507

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 320

SCOTTISH HISTORICAL ROMANCE
The illegitimate born Katherine Carew has been enjoying her time with the MacPherson clan in Scotland—having lived life in England unwanted and

hidden, she now feels free of all rules and social constraints. Her adventurous spirit lands her among the MacPhersons' sworn enemies, who start

spreading rumors to destroy her already tarnished reputation. The honorable Rolfe McTavish swoops in and rescues Katherine—but has no idea just how

much of a handful she'll really be…o...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Highland Flame
Mary Wine

$7.99
Mass Market
9/5/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492602538

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 320

SCOTTISH HISTORICAL ROMANCE
Laird Diocail Gordon has just come into his title and inherited his father's run down castle and rag-tag clan. He knows the sorry sight of the castle

would send any woman running, but is determined to find a wife to help return his home to its former glory.

Widow Jane Stafford is on a mission—return to England even if it means trudging through the Scottish Highlands on foot. Her travels lead her straight

to the path of danger until a mysterious, brawny man comes out of ...
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Sweet Southern Trouble
Michele Summers

$7.99
Mass Market
5/2/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781402293641

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 416

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Lively, outspoken, and some would say awkward Marabelle Fairchild is on the fast track to finally scoring a full time teaching job at the prestigious Trinity

Academy in Raleigh, North Carolina. All she has to do is organize a live bachelor's auction with the towns hottest bachelor, NFL Coach Nick Frasier. Total piece

of cake…right?

The absolute last thing Nick wants to do is auction himself off at the crazy teachers' aide's auction. So he cuts her a compromise—he'll sponsor th...
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The Wedding Date Bargain
Mira Lyn Kelly

$7.99
Mass Market
6/6/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492630760

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

Chicago Police Officer Max Brandt never met a rule he didn't follow…until serving as best man in his partner's wedding lands Max face to face with the

good girl who tempts him to break every rule.

When Sarah Cole finds herself in Chicago, she decides it's time to take care of a few things in her personal life…like the inconvenient issue of her

virginity. And who better to handle it than the boy who got away seven years ago?
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

True-Blue Cowboy
Nicole Helm

$7.99
Mass Market
3/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492621300

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Ones Who Got Away
Roni Loren

$7.99
Mass Market
1/1/2018 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492651406

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Twelve years ago, Long Acre High School was struck by a tragedy that still haunts the small Texas town today. On a cool spring night, two gunmen

walked into prom and ended the lives of many of the senior class. Only a small number of students survived—a group the media dubbed as The Ones

Who Got Away…

Web designer (and former Goth chick) Liv Arias is ready to end the decade-long riff with her old flame and move on. Even though he almost got her

killed, she knows it was every k...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

The Last Outlaw
Rosanne Bittner

$7.99
Mass Market
9/5/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492652069

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 480

WESTERN HISTORICAL ROMANCE

Times have changed, and the old Wild West is becoming a place of civilized law and order, where men like Jake Harkner no longer seem to fit in. As a

nod to the changing times, Jake has sworn to hang up his guns once and for all. In fact, he and his wife Randy are enjoying this new era of peace on

their ranch…until Jake's embroiled in a rescue mission that he simply can't back out of—possibly his most dangerous yet. He rides into Mexico to save

a young girl from a dreadf...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

One More Kiss
Samantha Chase

$7.99
Paperback Picture Book
2/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492616405

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
Matt Reed was living the dream, until a bad career move sends him back to his
hometown for much-needed privacy. Instead he finds someone he never
expected: the woman whose steamy kiss he remembers like it was yesterday.

Vivienne Forrester finally has her life in order...until Matt moves back to town. She
doesn't want to think about the time she threw caution to the wind with him, but
running into him everywhere, it's impossible not to...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

A Sky Full of Stars
Samantha Chase

$7.99
Mass Market
6/6/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492616344

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

Shy astrophysicist Owen Shaughnessy has always felt out of place. When he is
chosen to lead a team of scientists to view an annual meteor shower, he
desperately wants out.

Owen's mentor offers a solution in the form of Brooke Shelton, a people-person,
lovely artist—and the perfect assistant. Owen's not so confident about the
arrangement, but soon Brooke surprises him in ways the stars never could...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Holiday Spice
Samantha Chase

$7.99
Mass Market
10/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492616375

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Darcy Shaughnessy needs a break. Tired of her nonexistent dating life and poor job prospects, she decides to spend the holidays with her brother and his wife

in sunny L.A. Nothing could be more relaxing—but of course, nothing goes as planned. In a cruel twist of fate, the lively Darcy finds herself snowed in up in

Washington state with a brooding—and deliciously handsome—artist.

Benjamin Tanner loves two things: woodcarving and privacy. But when Darcy shows up, Ben is instantl...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Undiscovered
Sara Humphreys

$7.99
Mass Market
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492628293

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

PARANORMAL ROMANCE
This book introduces and leads into award-winning author Sara Humphrey's next
new series, which will feature dragon shapeshifters.
In a world where shapeshifters and humans live uneasily side by side, and
where dragons haven't been seen in over 500 years, Shapeshifter Rena McHale
from the Fox Clan dreams every night about a gorgeous dragon shifter. By the
time she meets Zander Lorens his Dragon Clan powers have been cursed and
he's been aimlessly roaming the planet. Now he knows...
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Third Son's a Charm
Shana Galen

$7.99
Mass Market
11/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492657033

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 384

REGENCY ROMANCE

Ewan Mostyn is the toughest in a group of younger sons of nobility who met as soldiers and are now trying desperately to settle back into peaceful

Society. After years of bloody battles, Ewan still uses his brawn to advantage, landing a job watching the Duke of Ridlington's stubbornly independent

daughter.

Lady Lorraine wants none of her father's high-handed ways, and she'll do everything in her power to avoid her distressingly attractive bodyguard—until

someone tries to abduct her...
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A Piece of My Heart
Sharon Sala

$7.99
Mass Market
5/2/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492646020

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 320

Mercy Dane has always been on her own. But when the blood donor registry calls, hoping that Mercy and her rare blood type can save a car accident

victim in Blessings, she races to the rescue. She's shocked to discover that the accident victim is her long lost sister.

Chief Police Lon Pittman first saw Mercy when he pulled her over for speeding. When she moves to Blessings to get to know her sister, he can't stop

thinking about her. Can he show her the true meaning of love and companionship?
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Summer Indiscretions
Tamara Mataya

$7.99
Mass Market
1/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492635345

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
One email away from a total meltdown, Melanie decides to try the new app
Switch, and live someone else's life for the summer. At first, slipping into her
Switch partner's life is a dream come true. But of course, the untouchable Blake
Wilde had to show up on her beach.

Blake, her older brother's best friend, was always off-limits—until now. Any
woman would be swept off her feet by a man this good-looking, and Melanie
willingly lets down her guard...because this isn't real life...
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Sourcebooks current & upcoming titles for translation

Stealing Mr. Right
Tamara Morgan

$6.99
Mass Market
3/7/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492634669

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 416

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

Penelope Blue has it all. The dream home, the dream job, the dream husband.
There's just one problem: Her husband works for the FBI…and her job is stealing
valuable jewelry.

Grant Emerson's picture-perfect life isn't all it seems. His wife is his professional
nemesis, and the sooner he can catch her in an act of thievery, the better. But
when he finds himself putting his job—and his heart—on the line to save her,
their marriage suddenly gets a lot more complicated.
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Saving Mr. Perfect
Tamara Morgan

$7.99
Mass Market
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492634690

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 416

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

Penelope thought she could handle the transition from jewel thief to happy housewife. But when a series of break-ins across the Upper East Side has her

FBI agent husband trying to peg the blame on her, she will do whatever it takes to prove her innocence.

When Penelope's former accomplices set up a heist, she figures this is the perfect opportunity to catch the Peep-Toe Prowler in the act. But, as usual,

things rarely go according the plan, and it may take all her wiles—and her h...
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Seeking Mr. Wrong
Tamara Morgan

$7.99
Mass Market
9/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492634720

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352
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Between a Wolf and a Hard Place
Terry Spear

$7.99
Mass Market
4/4/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492645115

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

Bre  Silver, model wolf ci zen, donates a grand piano to the newly remodeled Silver Town Hotel. What most people don't know is that he has ulterior

mo ves; he's actually interested in ge ng closer to the owner, the beau ful she-wolf Ellie MacTire. As they wrangle over the piano, and deal with

mysterious guests who are causing trouble throughout the town, Bre  ques ons how one gi  could turn into something so complicated—especially when he

thought it would win Ellie over for good.
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SEAL Wolf Undercover
Terry Spear

$7.99
Mass Market
8/1/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492645146

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 320

PARANORMAL ROMANCE
Vaughn Greystoke, Navy SEAL wolf turned PI, is shot while investigating an
attempted murder of one of his wolf pack members. As it turns out, a jaguar-run
United Shifter Force is already looking into it and they want to team up with him.
But Vaughn works alone, and he wouldn't want to spend a day with Jillian
Matthews—the sexy-as-sin wolf shifter who just shot him.
Jillian's on a mission: find her brother before everyone believes he's the rogue.
As much as the hot SEAL wolf gets...
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Dreaming of a White Wolf Christmas
Terry Spear

$7.99
Mass Market
10/3/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Sourcebooks Casablanca
ISBN: 9781492645177

BISAC Category: Fiction / Romance
Pages: 352

PARANORMAL HOLIDAY ROMANCE
Romance writer Clara Hart's life changes forever when a werewolf pup bites her
and turns her into an Arctic wolf shifter. As everyone knows, a newly turned wolf
shifter has all kinds of issues--and for Clara it's even worse--not being able to
control her shifting is messing with her deadlines. Now it's nearly Christmas and
Owen Nottingham is searching for the woman one of his pint-sized pack
members accidentally turned. He's on a mission to convince the she-wolf to join...
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Proud to Be a Marine: Stories of Strength and Courage from the Few and the Proud
C. Brian Kelly, With Ingrid Smyer

$18.99
Paperback Picture Book
5/2/2017 On Sale

Imprint: Cumberland House
ISBN: 9781492636588

BISAC Category: History / Military
Pages: 416

Behind one of the most established military branches in America are the riveting,
untold tales of the courageous warriors who fought on the front lines. Drawn
from the writings of those who served our great country, Proud to be a Marine
amplifies the human voices amidst the cannon blasts and gunfire to inspire,
excite, and delight anyone with an interest in the proud legacy of the Marines,
the always faithful, the few and the proud.
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